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SECURITY TECHNOLOGIES

advancing security 
technology

NAPCO Security Systems, a pioneer with deep roots in the 
intrusion marketplace for over 40 years, has long been known 
for innovative security engineering. In fact, many of NAPCO’s 
R&D advances, dating from the earliest days of alarm 
system technology, were thought revolutionary, e.g., the 
integration of the onboard digital communicator; the premier 
of the easy-to-use digi-keypad with bypass function, the 
introduction of the earliest wireless window-, garage door- 
and cash-drawer RF transmitters; and, the creation of among 
the industry’s very first false-alarm preventative passive infrared 
and later, dual technology microwave/PIR motion detectors. Not 
only are many of these innovations credited with helping set 
the stage for today’s modern intrusion systems, but they remain 
core NAPCO technological focuses – providing dependable, 
customizable, labor-saving intrusion systems for contemporary 
alarm professionals.

In addition to conventional hardwired products including a full 
line of PIR and Adaptive® Dual Technology motion, Firewolf™ 
CO and smoke detectors, NAPCO’s popular Gemini™ line 
of hardwire/wireless hybrid systems, are available for every 
application and budget, with models from 6 to 255 zones, 2, 4 
or 8 partitions, an assortment of keypads that work across our 
panel line seamlessly and our full and growing line of Gemini 
crystal-control wireless. Soon, NAPCO Gemini will debut the 
255 zone, 24V analog addressable GEMC System, the most 
feature-rich and powerful commercial combo. burg/fire/
access system (UL864/9th Ed.), also available in commercial fire 
configuration for NFPA72 appplications.

• Intrusion
• Fire 
• Video 
• Wireless
• Access control

 • NAPCO intrusion and fire 

 • iSee Video remote video surveillance

 • Continental enterprise class access control

 • Alarm Lock access and egress solutions

 • Marks USA architectural hardware, life safety 

and security locks

Since 1969, NAPCO has a heritage and 
proven record in the professional security 
community for reliably delivering both 
advanced technology and high quality 
security solutions, developing and 
manufacturing many of the industry’s 
best-known brands, such as NAPCO 
Security Systems, Alarm Lock, Continental Access and 

now including Marks USA, and 
their most popular product lines: 
including Gemini hardwire/
wireless intrusion and fire systems, 
iSee Video internet video 

solutions, Trilogy standalone and networked Networx 
electronic PIN/Prox access locks, CardAccess enterprise 
class integrated access & security systems, and Marks 
USA’s Grade 1 and 2 commercial locksets, i-Qwik digital 
access locks & Hi-Security cylinders.

Manufacturing

NAPCO Security Technologies 
(NASDAQ: NSSC) is a leading 
manufacturer of a wide array of 
security products, developing 
advanced technologies for intrusion, fire, video, wireless, 
access control and door locking systems, including 
cylindrical and mortise technologies. Each NAPCO 
Security Technologies’ product is precision-manufactured 
to meet or exceed industry specifications, as the 
Company subscribes to a rigorous quality management 
system and is ISO 9OO1:2000 Certified. 

Today, millions of businesses, 
institutions, homes, and people 
around the globe are protected 
by NAPCO  products. 

SECURITY TECHNOLOGIES

New technologies. New opportunities.

The new world of security
from the

NAPCO family of companies



 

A Napco Security Group CompanyiSeeVideo
Continental Access, founded in 1961, provides today’s 
state-of-the-art access control software and hardware in an 
enterprise class easy-to-deploy and easy-to-use scalable 
integrated security and access control solution for facility 
management for 1 to over 16,000 doors and virtually 
unlimited cardholders. Its systems have among the lowest 
cost of ownership and boast long field service, especially 
with easy field upgrades. Its preconfigured systems offer 
the fastest communications rates in the market, with 
full downloads in 3 minutes and door-open times under 
½ second, even taxed under the full cardholder CHUID 
numbers FIPS/TWIC support requires. Built extra robust 
with built in lightning/ESD protection, value-added high 
capacity I/Os and supplied power supplies, Continental 
backs its systems with an unbeatable 3-year factory 
warranty and day and night free technical support by 
Continental’s own headquarters-based staff. 

Complete access control hardware & software solutions 
featuring:

• DVR/NVR & alarm integration
• Visitor & threat level management
• Time & attendance; payroll & badging 
• Elevator control
• Remote-control web client
• Dynamic mapping
• Multi-card, biometric and reader support
• FIPS/TWIC support

Napco iSee Video is a division created to develop new 
remote service offerings for Napco’s security dealer base 
and to provide them with innovative, easily implemented 
sources of earning incremental recurring revenue. Today, 
it offers a line of all-inclusive remote video surveillance kits 
designed for residential and commercial accounts who want 
to keep an eye on their home, vacation home, business or 
satellite location. And, affordably and attractively they can, 
using any web-enabled cellphone, Blackberry® or any PC or 
Mac with internet connection around the world. While the 
division’s products, technologies and applications are rapidly 
evolving to capitalize on labor-saving and higher-resolution 
technologies, the offering remains steadfast, providing 
security professionals easy-to-install, turnkey solutions 
where the truly plug-and play hardware kits Napco markets 
includes the scalable subscriber service needed to access 
live or archived video on the iSee Video-supplied password-
protected secure server. 

• Secure, encrypted, Napco server with scalable space for 
dealers’ password-protected video accounts (included 
with hardware kits)

• Award-winning Ethernet over power (EOP) camera systems 
transmit video over household wiring (no coax)

• Analog conversion gateways for use with any camera 
brand including alarm integration

• Pan/tilt EOP camera kits for panoramic views and online 
on screen camera control

• Internet-based virtual DVR
• All-inclusive IP camera kits

For more than three decades, Alarm Lock has built a strong 
reputation as a respected leader in door technologies. While it 
began with back-door solutions including panic exit and door 
alarms, it is best known today for its wide and growing range 
of Trilogy® electronic access locks -- having pushed all the right 
buttons for security directors, business owners, and facility man-
agers, who know that Alarm Lock’s keyless access solutions de-
liver clean, fast deployment from one standalone door lock to 
thousands of inter-networked ones. Its most-popular field-prov-
en cylindrical Trilogy® electronic access control locks, retrofit 
standard knobsets in under an hour. The Trilogy line includes 
original standalone electronic pushbutton locks, providing 100 
to 5,000 codes or HID ID-cardholders access, and new wireless 
networking Trilogy Networx™ access locks add new system-
wide features such as 10-second global lockdown, remote web 
management and bidirectional PC updates. Networx Locks 
communicate wirelessly via Ethernet or 802.11, and save even 
more manpower by eliminating both door-to-door programming 
and audit trail retrieval. Built tough, Grade 1 BHMA certified. PIN-
Code and Prox ID Card Trilogys are also available in dual-sided 
access, mortise, privacy lock and narrow stile, for glass doors, 
and exit trim models which automate existing mechanical push-
bars by time-schedules you set.

• Standalone electronic access locks, 
PIN code & prox ID card

• Wireless advanced networked locks, 
Ethernet or 802.11 global communications

• Alarmed exit devices & door alarms

Marks USA, Napco’s newest division, was originally established 
in 1977, and has grown from a small lock manufacturer 
servicing the locksmith industry to a major supplier in the 
contract hardware market known for attention to detail, high 
quality  and a lifetime warranty. Marks also developed a 
standard mortise, cylindrical and tubular lockset product line 
as well as OEM brands, including commercial Grade 1 and 2 
models, meeting and exceeding the most stringent BHMA, UL 
and ANSI specifications. Today, Marks boasts a substantial line 
of custom locksets featuring a choice of over 300 lever and 
knob designs and custom escutcheons in brass and stainless 
steel. 

Also increasingly popular are Marks USA’s unique life safety 
series designed for institutional and healthcare applications, 
including hospital push/pulls and no-harm models, as well as 
its highly-competitive Hi-Security™ cylinder line and i-Qwik™ 
digital electronic access locks. 

Its own manufacturing capability for mortise, cylindrical and 
tubular locks allows Marks USA products to be supplied in 
a large variety of designs and functions. Custom trim with 
decorative engraving and logos, conventional, high-security 
keying systems, electronic access control; all offered for 
commercial, residential and industrial projects. 

• Architectural locking hardware & custom locksets
• Life safety locks
• Electrified locksets
• Ornamental iron & woven wire gate locks
• High security cylinders

Napco, Alarm Lock, Continental Instruments, Napco iSee Video, MarksUSA, Gemini, Firewolf, Adaptive, CardAccess, Trilogy, 
Networx, iQwik, Hi-Security are trademarks of Napco Security Technologies, Inc.
Blackberry, HID, BHMA, ANSI, UL, NFPA, NASDAQ are all trademarks of their respective companies.


